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MEDINA 75 DOORWAY SAFETY GATE (75cm. HIGH) 

SELF CLOSING LATCH –- WALK THROUGH OR STEP OVER. Gate can be positioned so it 

opens inwards or outwards. No need to close the gate as the spring loaded latch  automatically closes & 
locks the gate. Easy to use lift up release latch to disengage the locking catch. Easy to remove from doorway 
& to replace as required. Easy access for adults while providing a 75cm. high safety barrier. Strong steel 
construction, rounded surfaces, no sharp edges. Fits all standard doorways (which are about 80cm. (31.5”) 
wide). Adjustable to fit openings from 75cm (29”) to 82cm (32”) before adding extensions. Overall width can 
be increased by adding a combination of extensions (see various  sizes below). British Safety Standards 
Compliant. White. 
 
ITEM 400  MEDINA - SELF CLOSING  DOORWAY SAFETY GATE – 75cm. height. 

   - For doorway/passage widths from 75cms. to 82cms. PRICE $118.95 

EXTENSION PIECES Example - One gate (adjustable from 75cm to 82cms.) plus a 79cm. extension 
on each side = a total width of 233cms to 240cms. 

ITEM 407  7cm. (3”) EXTENSION PIECE for CORONA -3 doorway safety gate  PRICE $19.95 
   (With one 7cm. extension  gate adjusts  from 82  to 89cms.)  

ITEM 414  14cm.(5.5”) EXTENSION PIECE for CORONA-3 doorway safety gate PRICE $37.95 

   (With one 14cm. extension gate  adjusts  from 89 to 96cms.)   

ITEM 436  36cm.(14”) EXTENSION PIECE for CORONA-3 doorway safety gate PRICE $57.95 

   (With one 36cm. extension gate  adjusts  from 111 to 118cms.) 

ITEM 479  79cm.(31”) EXTENSION PIECE for CORONA-3 doorway safety gate PRICE $88.95 

   (With one 79cm. extension gate  adjusts  from 154 to 161cms.) 
ITEM 480  Special bracket for attaching gate to upright stair posts, 

   narrow upright stair railings etc.                     PRICE     $24.95  

 
 
 

 
HIGHGATE DOORWAY SAFETY GATE (104cm. HIGH) 

EXTRA HIGH HEIGHT - WALK THROUGH - 2 WAY OPENING Gate opens inwards & 

outwards. Easy to use grip type release latch to disengage the locking catch. Easy to remove from doorway 
& to replace as required. Easy access for adults while providing a 104cm. high safety barrier. Strong steel 
construction, rounded surfaces, no sharp edges. Fits all standard doorways (which are about 80cm. (31.5”) 
wide). Adjustable to fit openings from 75cm (29.5”) to 83cm (33.5”) or up to 153cms. with extensions (see 
below). Conforms to EN1930.2000 inc. A1.2005 compliance.  White. 
ITEM 600  HIGHGATE  DOORWAY SAFETY GATE – 104cm. high. 

   - For doorway/passage widths from 75cms. to 83cms. PRICE $119.95 

EXTENSION PIECES – A maximum of 2 extension pieces can be added (one on either side of the 
gate). 
 Eg. - a gate (adjustable 75 to 83cms.) plus a 7cm. & a 35cm. extension = a total width of 117cm. to 
125cm. 

ITEM 607  7cm. (3”) EXTENSION PIECE for HIGHGATE doorway safety gate  PRICE $19.95 
   (Add a 7cm. extension  to span widths from 82  to 90cms.)  

ITEM 614  14cm. (5.5”) EXTENSION PIECE for HIGHGATE doorway safety gate PRICE $34.95 

ITEM 635  35cm. (14”) EXTENSION PIECE for HIGHGATE doorway safety gate PRICE $59.95 

ITEM 680  Special bracket for attaching gate to upright narrow stair posts etc. PRICE $24.95 
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